Face: Human kept that feeling regarding the unseen as a primal
supreme power, god, destructive authority, a foe to be kept satisfied
or kept at a distance, a protector providing refuge and help, and in
countless other undefinable forms. Thus it existed at different times
as a wide variety of beliefs and forms of worship, influenced humans,
and changed as time passed. Even now, the awareness regarding
an unseen creator exists in human minds in different forms with no
possible unified definition. We can know from this that only human
keeps a notion of the unseen and an unseen Creator, and no other
species has it because the knowledge regarding the unseen hasn’t
been given to them. It means, the human species is the only direct
creation designated as a representative to
this created world with knowledge regarding
the Creator. While the truth will get exposed
later, God’s statement to angels: “I’m about to
place a vicegerent on Earth” (Q2:30) seems
appropriate here. Having granted vicegerency by the very birth, we can imagine all
the systems human received along with him,

nature, ocean and land, the species around him, the sky and planets,
even the composition of body given to him, its cells and ordering,
need to be with him as helper and guide as God’s representative,
in forbidding vice and enjoining virtue, in the life’s journey from
darkness to light and from matter to reality. We can also believe that
every piece of scientific wisdom we acquire will act as guidance.
It’s realised that even in the definition of chemical elements that
constitute matter which forms the fundamental components of the
creation of the universe, lessons regarding this essential journey are
included. It’s a fact that in each of our cells, genes and chromosomes,
knowledge regarding this is recorded. That the human body itself is
designated to give guidance to human mind
is a way of education possible only by God.
A team of exceptionally competent scientists
and researchers from every acquired branch
of science only can begin such a journey of
greatest profundity. This has become the
reason for this Message. Such competent individuals and groups must get ready at once.

THE Manifest

Profound: As causality is the basis of the behind evolution of entire universe from first the cause for creation of universe. A form that
universe, only a causal chain that begins with particle, leading to the final truth beyond the denotes human must denote consciousness,
a First Cause, like the first particle of material material and operational knowledge we now the common human face, and must include
universe, that isn’t the effect of another cause possess. The strong but hidden interrelations golden ratio and geometry. The phase when
can maintain the universe eternally function- in history, atoms, cells, species and planets we know own forms of fundamental golden
al and live. Can human mind visualise such will appear distinctly as we approach reso- ratio, fundamental geometry and fundamena First Cause? Did this ability remain hidden lutely with clear logical reasoning. We need tal creation of human face are all one marks
as the necessity never arose? Confirming all to begin reading into a phase when just as the journey to a phase of greatest profundity.
stages of spiritual and scientific knowledge cells testify to the living beings, chemical ele- The Revealing Wisdom discloses a most sigfrom first human until now, the Revealing ments testify to the material universe. Golden nificant fact that a unique Scripture testified
Wisdom discloses primal facts with logical ratio, an ordering of numbers, indicates state by structure of atoms, DNA of cells, numeric
evidence. Preserved for humanity by nature, and constitution of matter (space). Geometry, keypad [123;456;789], fundamental trio of
to be bequeathed to generations, the phase union of lines and curves, denotes motion space-time-consciousness, solar system and
of ceenom defines every branch of science at and relates energy and time. The unique face myriad universal phenomena existed amidst
its basis, provides proofs, prescribes guidance given to each individual is a strict order; we us for centuries in encrypted formula form
and sets up a comprehensive system of ed- identify it unmistakably among myriad faces. despite being believed as a language text.
ucation based on fundamental principles. It Human, provided with ultimate intellect and Once decrypted, it exposes mysteries behind
guides us to inner principles of the unseen ability to think about true laws of unseen, is the universe, human mind and consciousness.
 BEFORE THE FIRST PULSE BEFORE THE FIRST PARTICLE: THE PRIMAL NORMS 
Proceed: All heads of nations, the UN, in- with utmost eminence, given birth on Earth This wisdom will perfectly restore Earth, all
ternational courts, religious heads, spiritual with exalted, profound intellect–is only one its systems and above all humankind, to their
leaders, thinkers, writers, rationalists and ag- although diverse in race, country, belief or peaceful states of existence. To enter the
nostics need to note the Message with utmost nature, and make urgent preparations for extensive areas of ceenom, a team of dediseriousness and sense of responsibility. Heads the forward journey unifying human as in- cated, highly competent intellects needs to be
of universities and research centres, mathe- tended and ordered by birth. Just as air and formed at once. More than 2000 mails were
maticians and scientists have to ponder upon water are one, beliefs regarding fundamental sent to List Informed including all the heads
this. Human rights officials, judges, social re- principles of creation must be one for all of us. of nations, judiciary, the UN, reputed univerformers and visionaries must fulfil obligation Besides eliminating variances in beliefs, the sities, research centres, social organisations,
to the Revealing Wisdom. Since it’s for the sole wisdom unites humankind into one commu- religious heads, eminent scientists, journals
purpose of fulfilling the covenant between nity, instils fraternity and creativity, provides and media. A communication of such signifthe soul and the First Cause that knowledge, infinite peace and tranquillity and guides icance and urgency has never been sent in
authority and opportunities are given, it’s the with excessive speed to noblest positions history nor sent to such a wide list of reputed
duty of heads of nations, judiciary, scientific in science and understanding befitting the centres. A study of the List reveals gravity and
communities, reformers, research organisa- intellectually-tuned human. The Earth must profundity of the matter. We read about us,
tions and universities to grasp the Message be reinstated to its most fertile, virgin state about why we’re here and what our final desin a most deserving way, sternly holding to with pristine nature and climate, providing tination is. Answer to this earliest intellectual
the fundamental law that human–fashioned ultimate protection and care to all its species. enquiry is obtained with analytical evidence.
 BE IN DIVINE SYSTEM THE SOLAR SCRIPTURE: PREAMBLE TO THE UNIVERSE 
In Esse: Unique significant matters descend before human, leading bottom or the sides. While falling particles testify to gravity, this law
to a most serious, profound phase that manifests intricate matters of remains just a theorem, unable to answer the ‘why’. We must subject
greatest importance. We struggled to grasp the fact of the moving every fact and feeling to deep intellectual analyses. Do not blindly beglobe once as we earnestly believed it to be flat and stationary. Even lieve this Message without a close logical scrutiny. If pondering is your
now, the reality that mountains, forests and oceans stay as if glued to nature, read repeatedly. Slowly, but surely, you’ll begin to recognise
its sides and beneath is hidden from our sight and feeling by the law the disclosure of fundamental facts that govern the universe, build
of creation. So, it’s impossible to approach a planet in space from its human intellect and guide him to the birth-intended destination.

